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Abstract

One way to establish trust in a service is to know what

code it is running. However, verified code identity is

currently not possible for programs launched on a cloud

by another party. We propose an approach to integrate

support for code attestation—authenticated statements of

code identity—into layered cloud platforms and services.

To illustrate, this paper describes TapCon, an attest-

ing container manager that provides source-based attes-

tation and network-based authentication for containers

on a trusted cloud platform incorporating new features

for code attestation. TapCon allows a third party to verify

that an attested container is running specific code bound

securely to an identified source repository. We also show

how to use attested code identity as a basis for access

control. This structure enables new use cases such as

joint data mining, in which two data owners agree on a

safe analytics program that protects the privacy of their

inputs, and then ensure that only the designated program

can access their data.

1 Introduction

Services are often composed of multiple pieces of soft-

ware, managed by a variety of frameworks. In the cloud,

infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) providers launch vir-

tual machine instances (VMs) with specified program

images. Within those VMs, a platform service based on

a container manager such as Docker may further launch

microservices from yet another set of images.

This paper addresses the question of how to reason

about security properties of service applications running

in this complex environment. For example, clients of a

service may want assurances about the service’s code be-

fore trusting it with sensitive data. We want to enable

reasoning about the whole stack of software embodied in

a service by considering the properties of each compo-

nent and how they are combined.

If we trust a program P to have certain properties, then

we can infer that a running instance of P also has those

properties. But how to be sure a cloud instance is running

a trusted program P? In general, it is possible only if

one controls the infrastructure P runs on, the build chain

that produces an executable image for P, and any other

software that is present at runtime to interpret or assist

it—e.g., an operating system and runtime libraries.

In a cloud setting, clients of a service know little about

any of the links in this trust chain, because the service

is hosted by another party (an IaaS provider) and of-

ten managed by yet another party, e.g., a SaaS service

provider, who may be a tenant of the IaaS service. Today

it is common to rely instead on social trust in the service

provider to maintain the advertised properties.

Software identity can be a stronger basis for trust

when clients have knowledge of the software. For exam-

ple, clients may have trust in installations of untampered

open-source IaaS implementations such as OpenStack,

container management services such as Docker, and data

analytics platforms such as Spark. These systems are

in wide use and their source code is open to public in-

spection. As noted by the Nexus OS authors, trust in

code may also come from analysis, synthesis, or fiat [19].

Program analysis can verify security properties of source

code [15, 6, 12, 11], and trusted code generators may

assure various properties of generated code [13]. Soft-

ware trust could also derive from “fiat” endorsement by

a trusted authority, such as a curator of open-source code,

or a private auditor (for proprietary code).

When software is trusted, we can provide a stronger

basis for trust in services running in the cloud through

attestations of code identity—authenticated statements

by trusted parties about the code that runs in a service

instance. These attestations may be combined with en-

dorsements of the code or its security properties to infer

trust in an instance. In particular, we focus on third-party

attestation, in which a third party—other than the owner

of a tenant service or of the host machine—consumes the

attestations and endorsements. For example, a customer

can trust a cloud-hosted service if it trusts the program

that the service runs and the platform that hosts it.

Recent works in cloud attestation focus on a trusted

hardware platform to attest to hashes of running bi-

nary images (e.g., using a TPM [10] or Intel SGX [8]).

Haven [5] and SCONE [4] run service instances in

hardware-protected SGX enclaves [2] and attest to a hash



of the code so that the instance owner can verify that it

was launched correctly. However, binary hashes are of

limited value to a third party who cannot verify which

software produced the image. Other works show that

SGX and TPMs can be a basis for third-party attes-

tation [14, 9, 19] given trusted program layers whose

hashes are widely known.

We propose a logical attestation approach for layered

platform stacks anchored in a trusted IaaS cloud, and

show how to use it for end-to-end scenarios that incorpo-

rate attested code identity into an access control scheme.

To illustrate, we describe TapCon1, an attesting container

manager built on Docker. TapCon publishes source-

based attestations about the code identity of container

instances that it launches. To reduce reliance on ex-

pensive asymmetric cryptography, we leverage the IaaS

provider’s managed network to block spoofed packets, so

that network addresses may be used directly as authen-

ticated instance identifiers that bind an instance securely

to its attested code.

Our work makes the following contributions:

• TapCon is compatible with existing cloud infras-

tructure services and applications, needing only

small callouts to publish and verify attestations.

• TapCon provides attestation of a binary program’s

provenance back to a trusted source code repository

(§3), as an alternative to a binary program hash.

• TapCon illustrates a practical and general architec-

ture for layered attestation for extensible cloud plat-

form stacks, from virtual machines to containers

to pluggable applications, with trust at each level

rooted at the level below.

• TapCon roots its trust in cloud providers and trusted

source code repositories, and does not depend on

special hardware (e.g., TPM and SGX) or crypto-

graphic protocols, although they can be used.

We first motivate and provide an overview (§2), fol-

lowed by a description of the TapCon service (§3) and

the role of logical attestation (§4). We conclude with a

brief evaluation of our current prototype to show that at-

testations are sufficiently cheap for practical use.

2 Motivation and Overview

As a motivating application scenario, consider the prob-

lem of joint data mining: suppose that two groups each

have a private dataset and want to cooperate by run-

ning analytics program P over both datasets (A and B)

together. They trust that P produces output that does

not expose confidential details of A or B to one another.

They choose to leverage cloud infrastructure and com-

mon platform frameworks—an open analytics stack in

1TapCon is Trusted Attestation Platform for Containers, or a fas-

tener that anchors a structure to a solid foundation.
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Figure 1: Layered attestation example: a trusted IaaS service

attests a sealed TapCon VM, which launches and attests applica-

tion containers. The shaded areas represent attested programs

and their attestations stored in an IaaS metadata service. TapCon

attests to the container’s image, application code, and the launch

script and parameters.

Docker containers—to deploy P and grant it access to A

and B. How can they ensure that their datasets are acces-

sible by a VM instance only if it runs the correct P?

Attestation-based access control. We propose that

each group installs an access policy that permits data

access from an instance running P—an example of

attestation-based access control. The cloud storage ser-

vice that stores A and B examines attestations of the lay-

ered cloud stack to verify that each data requester com-

plies with a policy that the data owner provides or ap-

proves: e.g., it grants access if the request originates from

a suitably trusted program P running in a secured envi-

ronment (§2.3, §4).

Sealed software appliances. For cloud attestation to be

secure, a trusted program P must be sealed so that the in-

stance owner is blocked from subverting it through the

management API, e.g., by replacing P after the instance

launches, or taking a snapshot that exposes its data (e.g.,

datasets A and B). Instead, each trusted program P in-

corporates its own management API that is part of P’s

definition and respects its advertised security properties.

We refer to programs with this property as sealed soft-

ware appliances.

Layered Attestation. We focus on validating the end-

to-end trust chain for application instances running at the

top of a layered cloud stack. Each layer of the stack

launches a virtualized environment or interpreter for pro-

grams it launches above it, and publishes attestations for

those programs. Figure 1 depicts layered attestation of an

application container by a server running TapCon, which

runs as a VM that is itself sealed and attested (§2.2, §3).



2.1 IaaS Root of Trust

We start from the premise that the IaaS cloud provider is

trusted to deploy and attest VM instances correctly and to

isolate them from one another. Our previous work [20]

presents a system called CQSTR (“sequester”) that ex-

tends OpenStack to support basic attestation of VM in-

stances. CQSTR issues trust statements attesting to an

image identity for each VM instance, and includes a

trusted metadata service to store these statements. Our

approach in this paper builds on that foundation.

Trust in the IaaS provider could be social, or based

on auditing and endorsement by a trusted third party, or

on hardware-based attestation of the IaaS hypervisor and

cloud control system. In this paper we focus on how to

build practical cloud attestation upward to higher layers,

taking this foundation as a given.

2.2 TapCon Service

To illustrate how to build an environment for layered

cloud attestation, we developed a simple tenant-managed

platform-as-a-service (PaaS) layer. TapCon is a virtual

appliance image that implements a sealed Docker con-

tainer service running as a tenant VM over the IaaS layer.

TapCon supports a novel combination of features for

practical cloud attestation.

Source-based attestation and certified builds. Attest-

ing to a binary hash is sufficient for first-party attesta-

tion: it proves to the instance owner that the instance

was launched securely from an image built by the owner.

But for third-party attestation we also need assurance

of the provenance of the binary. TapCon attests that a

container is launched from a trusted code repository—

source-based attestation. It generates the corresponding

binary through a known and trusted build chain that is

part of its trusted computing base (certified builds).

Authentication. Any code attestation system must pro-

vide some way to authenticate communications with

the attested instance, so that insecure software can-

not masquerade as a secure instance. Hardware-level

attestation—and many software attestation systems—

bind a software identity to a keypair whose private key

is held by the attested service. This approach introduces

various overheads and practical challenges to manage

keypairs safely, and may require substantial changes to

software to sign and/or encrypt communications.

As an alternative, our system leverages the managed

network of the IaaS provider to block any spoofed pack-

ets. On a secure network, any communications from an

assigned network address are known to have originated

from the instance that owns the source address (§3). This

property enables us to use network addresses as secure

identifiers for instance endpoints [3, 16].

2.3 Logical trust

Trust in an attested service is based on a chain of state-

ments extending across layers in the system. The chains

are rooted in one or more trust anchors: for example, a

relying party may trust the IaaS provider and authorities

who endorse source code or binary images. In the joint

data mining scenario, the data server validates the attes-

tations for the instance running P, and checks each data

request for compliance with access control policies of the

owners for datasets A and B. The chain is rooted in the

IaaS layer and extends through the TapCon PaaS layer

(Figure 1).

Our approach to attestation-based access control uses

standard Datalog logic to represent attestation state-

ments, access policies, and other statements of trust (§4).

For example, logical trust is also useful to represent en-

dorsements of trusted programs. An access policy may

specify trusted programs directly—e.g., by hashes over

source or binary artifacts—but a more general approach

is to grant access to programs with security properties

of interest. Then, for example, if a new version of a

program P is endorsed as having the relevant properties,

there is no need to change the policies to reference the

new version. For example, an endorser of the program P

in the joint data mining scenario might assert that P does

not leak its A and B inputs. The owners of A and B must

trust the endorsers a priori (e.g., by social trust) or based

on statements about the endorser by another trusted party

(e.g., the owner’s employer, or a consortium).

Logic gives us a powerful language to represent the

statements of the endorsers and attesters, and also any

delegations that provide the basis for trusting them. The

logical trust system can expose all such trust assumptions

and reason from them rigorously to infer security prop-

erties for attested services.

2.4 Related Work

Our approach is complementary to SCONE [4], which

runs container code in SGX enclaves (following

Haven [5]). We could use SCONE to ground attestation

chains in a hardware root of trust. The TapCon alterna-

tive avoids the performance costs and limitations of en-

claves. We also show how to use logical trust to check

third-party attestations across multiple layers.

There is a close parallel between our work and sys-

tems that implement mandatory access control by de-

centralized information flow control (DIFC), which en-

force end-to-end security for data flows based on secu-

rity properties (tags) of trusted programs [18]. Our work

can be used to attest a DIFC-enforcing layer in a secure

cloud stack, among other uses.

Our use of logical trust is similar to logical attesta-

tion in Nexus [19]. We extend logical attestation to a

cloud setting. We also use standard Datalog as a trust



language; in contrast, Nexus introduces a new authoriza-

tion language that is intractable.

3 The TapCon Layer

TapCon implements a simple tenant-managed PaaS ser-

vice with features for layered attestation. Any IaaS ten-

ant can instantiate a TapCon cluster using a TapCon base

image. Our modified IaaS service launches a TapCon

VM instance, and attests it as running the TapCon image.

It stores the attestation in its CQSTR metadata service.

The TapCon image contains a standard Linux stack

with a Docker daemon to launch containers. We mod-

ified the daemon to issue attestation statements for its

containers, identifying the launched image (source code

and data), along with parameters and launch scripts.

Authentication by network address. An attested in-

stance is a security principal whose identity in TapCon

is authenticated by a network address. In doing this, we

presume that the cloud provider configures ingress fil-

tering and host-side virtual networks to block any pack-

ets with a spoofed source IP address from entering the

network. Public clouds (e.g., Amazon/AWS [1]) support

this property.

In our TapCon prototype, the OpenStack IaaS platform

initially assigns an unspoofable IP address to each Tap-

Con VM; all containers launched within the VM use its

IP address. To authenticate containers by network ad-

dress, TapCon partitions the VM’s network ports among

the local container instances. At container launch, Tap-

Con adds a SNAT rule to the VM-local firewall, confin-

ing the container to use a delegated range of ports. It

then issues an attestation statement that binds the code

identity to the container’s network address and assigned

port range. The metadata service records the TapCon

instance—also authenticated by its network address—as

the “speaker” of the attestation.

Layering. This architecture extends naturally to higher

layers. For example, if software in a container is itself

capable of launching secure instances (e.g., processes

running within a trusted interpreter/sandbox) and sub-

delegating port ranges to them, it may publish an attesta-

tion for an instance to the metadata service. These state-

ments are authenticated as spoken by the container be-

cause it sends them from a port that it controls. Another

party—e.g., a client or a storage service—may accept the

attestation if it trusts the container to issue such state-

ments. For example, it may trust that the container is

running a trusted interpreter program, based on a Tap-

Con attestation about the container itself. In this way the

sequence of statements about the layers of the software

stack form a logical attestation chain in which trust in

each layer derives from statements by the layer below.

These chains are validated by recursive logic rules that

can accept chains of arbitrary depth (§4).

Certified builds. TapCon binds each attested container

instance back to specific source code: its trusted build

service publishes attestations about the source code and

other elements of the build. We modify Docker’s build

system to provide tighter control over the sources of

build information. First, the build service accepts only

a Git URL to specify the source to build, which embeds

a self-certifying Merkle hash over a source code version.

Second, all files downloaded during the build are hashed

and attested along with the Git URL. Thus another party

can verify that code was built with trusted tools, libraries,

and packages, and anyone may audit the build environ-

ment by reproducing the certified build locally and com-

paring the results. To provide a practical starting point,

we enable the use of a few official base container im-

ages, e.g., Ubuntu and Debian. Other external base im-

ages are blocked. We plan to extend this scheme with

an attestable Docker registry to avoid recompilation of

images on each TapCon host, and to allow launching ex-

ternally endorsed images.

4 Logical Trust for TapCon

Logical trust offers a natural formalism to represent the

statement types summarized in §2—layered attestations,

program endorsements, network address delegations—

and also validation rules, access policies, and local trust

anchors. Our approach follows our work on SAFE [7]:

it uses pure Datalog as the trust language, uses scripted

linking to connect related statements in DAGs that match

the delegation structure, and publishes linked trust state-

ments in an indexed put/get store—the IaaS cloud meta-

data service. To use Datalog as a trust logic, we extend its

syntax to add a “says” operator (“:”) that attributes each

statement to a speaker—the authenticated principal that

asserts it, e.g., an instance bound to a network address.

Compliance checking. Any running program may use

an off-the-shelf logic engine (Styla) to query and validate

an attestation chain according to its locally accepted trust

anchors and policy rules. We refer to the program and its

logic engine as a relying party or authorizer. The autho-

rizer’s logic engine and policy rules consider only state-

ments whose authenticated speakers are locally trusted to

make those statements. The logic engine infers this trust

by recursive application of the policy rules.

Trust anchors. All valid inferences are grounded in lo-

cally accepted trust anchors, which are the bases for the

recursion. For example, an authorizer must trust the IaaS

provider (authenticated by keypair) and any TapCon in-

stance as a source of attestation statements; Listing 1

uses an attester property (rules R1 and R4) to rep-

resent this trust. R4 presumes that a trusted endorser

endorses the TapCon binary as a secure container service
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Figure 2: An application principal that performs attestation-

based access control checks is an authorizer. It runs an off-the-

shelf logic engine to evaluate logical guard conditions according to

its local policy rules. The logical rules evaluate code attestations

published at each layer, and endorsements of the attested code.

that issues trustworthy attestations. Given that the Tap-

Con source code and build procedure are open, anyone

can verify that it implements a secure container manager

and build chain. For simplicity we presume that the en-

dorser is trusted a priori to say so, i.e., it is a trust anchor.

Layered attestation chains. An attestation chain is a

linked DAG of authenticated logic statements that estab-

lish the code identity, execution integrity, and network

address(es) of the program instance at the top of a cloud

stack (Figure 2). Layered cloud services, including IaaS

providers and the TapCon platform (PaaS) service, issue

statements about their child instances at launch time. A

TapCon VM that attests a launched container—binding

it to an image and a network address range—also issues

statements to bind the image with a source code reposi-

tory. Other parties (endorsers) make statements about the

security properties of programs (images and/or source

repositories). The issuers of all of these statements link

them in overlapping DAGs, following [7].

An authorizer may consider all of the statements in

an attestation chain together to make access control de-

cisions. It checks compliance with its local policy by

evaluating a specified guard condition for access control

against a linked set of logic assertions and policy rules

governing the authority of speakers to make those asser-

tions. If a request is valid, the engine generates a logical

proof of compliance.

Listing 1: Policy rules to validate a layered attestation chain.

(R1) attester(H) :- trustedCloudProvider(H).

(R2) runs(Instance, Image) :-

runsInstance(H, Instance, Image),

attester(H).

(R3) runsInstance(H, Instance, Image) :-

AuthNID: attest(Instance, Image),

bindToID(H, AuthNID).

(R4) attester(Instance) :-

runs(Instance, Image),

E: endorseAttester(Image),

endorser(E).

R1. Accept attestations from IaaS cloud providers I trust:

grant them the attester property.

R2. Believe that a named Instance runs a named Image

if some host H attests that it does, and I trust H to issue

attestations (H has the attester property).

R3. Believe that a host H issued an attestation statement

if it was spoken by an authenticated identity AuthNID (a

public key or secure network address) bound to host H.

R4. Trust an instance as an attester if it runs software

that is endorsed by some trusted endorser as implement-

ing a secure platform whose attestations are trustworthy.

Table 1: Meaning of the recursive logic rules in Listing 1.

Validation rules. Listing 1 shows simplified rules R1-

R4 to validate an attestation chain. Each rule has a head

on the left, which represents a belief that is implied by

(“:-”) a list of subgoals in a body on the right: the head

is true if all subgoals in the body are true, under some as-

signment of string values to variables (capitalized terms).

R2 allows an authorizer to infer that an instance runs

a specific program, if some valid host attests it and is

trusted to issue such attestations. The value of P is a

hash over the code for P and its configuration, as shown

in Figure 1. R3 authenticates an attestation statement to a

host, e.g., if it was spoken from a network address that is

bound securely to that host by other rules for bindToID

(not shown). It could use other authentication methods

(e.g., keypairs) to establish the binding; this is a form

of reconfigurable authentication [17]. The recursion in

R4 enables these rules to check layered attestations of

any depth. R1 is a basis for the recursion: it accepts

attestations from a trusted IaaS provider.

Validating an attester. R2 requires that the attesting

host H at each step is accepted as a valid attester: this

property captures the belief that H is faithful in launch-

ing guest instances, binding them to secure network ad-

dresses, and attesting their programs. This condition

is satisfied if, for example, H is a trusted IaaS cloud

provider (R1), or if H is an instance that is itself attested

by its own host as running a secure program, and some

endorser E endorses that program for the attester

security property (R4). Trust in the endorser E—and

in the IaaS provider—is also derived from authenticated

(e.g., signed) logic statements and/or local policies (not

shown). An authorizer could, for example, accept en-

dorsers that are approved by its enterprise or by an open-

source consortium, or it could choose to trust only itself.

Endorsers may endorse other security properties as well;

we can adapt the rules to limit the properties that each

endorser is trusted to assert.

Authorizing data access. In our joint data mining sce-
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Figure 3: Latency of queries for three types of compliance checks,

measured under concurrency level C=10. Latency includes Styla

prover cost, related scripting costs, and network latency.

nario, a policy decision to grant access to dataset A or B

can be based on the identity of the code running in the re-

questing instance, and the data owner’s beliefs about the

security properties of that code. As shown in Figure 2,

the data owner attaches an access policy to an object. The

data owner trusts the authorizer—in this case, a data stor-

age service—to apply its policy faithfully.

Listing 2 shows an exemplary rule that verifies (i)

that the Owner says that Endorser is trusted to endorse

Property about the program, (ii) that Endorser says that

Program has Property, and (iii) Owner says the object

can be accessed by a program with Property.

Listing 2: Policy rule that grants access based on accepted

properties of an attested program that the requester is running.

hasAccessPrivilege(Program, ObjID, Owner) :-

Owner: trustEndorserOn(Endorser, Property),

Endorser: hasProperty(Program, Property),

Owner: accessPrivilegeByProgramProperty(

Property, ObjID).

4.1 Prototype Evaluation

We measure the overhead of our TapCon prototype to at-

test launched containers and for attestation-based access

control checks. We use a 3-node cluster on CloudLab.

Each node has 16 Intel E5-2630 cores, 128GB memory,

and two 10GbE interfaces. The cluster runs Openstack

and Docker with extensions for TapCon. We use the

Styla logic engine to perform compliance checks.

Boot overhead. The table below compares the latency

to launch a container in Docker and in TapCon. The third

column shows the time for TapCon to attest a container

to the metadata service.

Docker TapCon Posting Statements

488ms (±40ms) 497ms (±49ms) 31ms (±8ms)

Overall, TapCon is only 2% slower than Docker, be-

cause posting statements can be overlapped with con-

tainer launch. The overhead to attest VMs is negligible,

as each VM takes tens of seconds to launch.

Performance of access control. We measure the la-

tency for three types of attestation-based compliance

checks: validation of layered attestation chains, valida-

tion of endorsed application properties, and attestation-

based access control (Listing 2). We issue to the meta-

data service statements for 10,000 containers, 100 en-

dorsed properties for each application, and 100 ACL en-

tries for each data object. The test harness performs

100,000 random checks of each type on a hot cache. Fig-

ure 3 shows that most of the queries complete within 5

ms. Access control queries rely on ACL entries, the cost

of which is linear to the ACL length.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

The paper proposes to incorporate attestation above the

standard IaaS cloud abstraction, and shows how to ap-

ply it to layered platform services. The paper describes

a small set of cloud provider extensions directed at en-

abling a rich foundation for trustworthy cloud comput-

ing. In particular, TapCon serves as an example of how

layered attestation makes it possible to deploy tenant-

managed security services, promoting extensibility of se-

cure cloud platforms.

TapCon is a work in progress, and can benefit from

discussion and feedback about several aspects of the

project. Does attestation have an important role to play

in a more secure cloud future? Code attestation has

been around for awhile, but third-party attestation has

never quite caught on. What are the key obstacles to

its broader adoption? Do the elements of attestation in

TapCon—source-based attestation, source code prove-

nance via a certified build chain, endorsements of se-

cure code properties—help to address them? Is it time

to decouple attestation from its hardware roots (TPMs

and SGX)? Is an IaaS provider suitable as a root of trust

for its tenants, or is the risk of compromise or subversion

too great? Attestation is a constructive security approach

in which subversion of any link in the trust chain is suf-

ficient to invalidate all trust assurances that it provides.

Finally, we recognize that the topic of logical trust—a

key element of our approach—is unfamiliar to many in

the systems community, despite well-understood rigor-

ous foundations and many case studies showing poten-

tial for practical value. We hope that the paper can spark

wider exposure and discussion of the power of logical

trust and its potential uses for data-centric trust in a cloud

setting.
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